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Make Models has produced a vast array of exhibition models for local and international exhibits. Our 
team has collaborated with art curators, exhibition coordinators, designers and event managers to 
create models that have both been static works in one-off exhibitions, as well as models that have 
had to live a life on the road through traveling exhibitions. The team takes great care in providing 
robust, exhibition quality works that have been able to handle the difficulties of regular bump-ins and 
transit, both locally and internationally.

Exhibition Models
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Project Status : On tour AUSTRALIA
Project Year : 2017
Client : SMART Design Studio
Model Scale : 1:50
Materials : Timber and Acrylic 

The model for the Jam Factory’s traveling exhibition ‘Concrete’ needed to be 
lightweight, and robust expression of the architect’s award winning geometries. 
Working with William Smart, we devised an expression of the geometry by 
capitalizing on the grain direction of timbers. Using a sectional model, we echoed 
the powerful impact of facade geometry meeting light to illuminate the internal 
spaces in a miniature expression of the real building’s lighting conditions

Indigo Slam 
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A collaborative series of models made in Sydney, in collaboration with Mel-
bourne-based practices Hayball Architecture and Openworks/Muir for the 2018 
Venice Architecture Biennale. These models were representations of recent 
works by the Victorian designers, focusing on transparency, translucency, colour 
and timber to convey key architectural concepts through abstract means.

Venice Bienalle

Project Year : 2018
Client : Hayball
Model Scale : 1:100, 1:200
Materials : Acrylics and Solid Timber
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A hand-crafted model using recycled wood elements, this model was for both 
public display as well as team understanding for the new Penguin Parade visitors 
Centre on Phillip Island designed by Terroir. Due to the complex relationship be-
tween triangular geometry, the model was used as a talking point by the design 
team and builders in understanding the intended architectural expression and 
allowed for illumination within.

Project Status : Completed
Project Year : 2017
Client : Terroir & Phillip Island 
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Timber, Plastic 

Penguin Parade
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Commissioned by the Jam Factory curatorial team for a traveling exhibition of 
architectural models moving from state to state within Australia, we worked with 
Collins and Turner on their representation of their award winning Sydney project, 
The Waterloo Youth Centre. In capturing the spirit of the design, we collaborated 
with local metal artist to help craft the complex network of silver piping using 
traditional jewelery techniques. The end result was part model part artwork.

Project Year : 2018
Client : Collins and Turner
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Foam, Plaster, Brass

Waterloo Youth Centre
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A physical model made for the NSW Department of Health to showcase new 
hospital buildings designed by HDR Rice Daubney. The model was used as a 
centerpiece for the big reveal of the project in a media event featuring the health 
minister and key government personnel as well as press for publicity purposes. 
The model featured in several media pieces representing the plans for the pro-
posed building.

Project Year : 2016
Client : HDR Rice Daubney
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Solid Timber

Westmead Children’s Hospital
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This exhibition model was for a traveling display of Grimshaw’s designs interna-
tionally. Their highly profiled Arthur Phillip School model was split into a section 
slice, which could open and close to reveal the internal volumes. A key principle 
of the design was year groups divided by the architecture with ‘iHub’ learning 
spaces signified by colours and volumes. The section allowed the viewer to fully 
appreciate the design of the learning levels as they relate to facade, working their 
way up the building. 

Arthur Phillip High School

Project Status : Completed
Project Year : 2020
Client : Grimshaw
Model Scale : 1:100
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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Make models was commissioned to produce a design model that served to 
assist the team and client in understanding the project site and its immediate 
context and topography. The model dimensions are designed to neatly fit within 
an A3 sized sheet for the purpose of working in conjunction with sketches over 
the working table. CNC milled timber was adopted to pick up the subtle changes 
in the topography at the scale of 1:5000. In contrast white acrylic blocks was 
chosen to clearly indicate existing building mass and scale. A removable semi-
transparent acrylic sheet was installed to articulate the project site and can be 
replaced for new iterations as the design develops.

Mandaue Site

Project Year : 2014
Client : Crone
Model Scale : 1:5000
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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This project was a series of architectural models for the National Mariative Mu-
seum’s traveling exhibition, “Container – The Box that Changed the World.” The 
all-white models made in Timber and various Acrylics showcased international 
design responses to the use of shipping containers as architectural design ele-
ments. Architects represented in the model series included Bjarke Ingels Group, 
Lot-Ek and Whitaker Studio. The models were of consistent size and accompa-
nied drawings in one of six shipping containers for public display outside Syd-
ney’s Darling Harbour. The traveling exhibition is still currently on going and will 
continue traveling throughout Australia.

Project Year : 2017
Client : Maritime Museum
Model Scale : 1:100 and 1:200
Materials : Timber and Acrylic 

Container
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This model intended to show the architectural ideas of merging old and new. The 
old was represented by the casting of an existing concrete structure and oxide to 
create a textural tone of degradation. The new was represented with a metallic 
roof element which appears to rise out of the old. These were positioned on a 
timber base and blended with frosted acrylics with silhouetted interiors to allow 
the team to get a sense of the interior without needing to reveal too much.

Ophthalmic Gene Centre

Project Year : 2018
Client : CUMULUS Studio
Model Scale : 1:200
Materials : Acrylic and Solid Timber
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Make Models has produced a vast array of exhibition models for local and international exhibits. Our team has collaborated with art curators, exhibition 
coordinators, designers and event managers to create models that have both been static works in one-off exhibitions, as well as models that have 
had to live a life on the road through traveling exhibitions. The team takes great care in providing robust, exhibition quality works that have been able to 
handle the difficulties of regular bump-ins and transit, both locally and internationally.

+ WHERE CAN YOU SHIP YOUR EXHIBITION MODELS?
We have several models currently circulating around Australia and Internationally. We take care to package and design models that are intelligently 
designed and robust enough to handle a life on the road.

+ HOW WELL DO YOUR EXHIBITION MODELS TRAVEL?
We make our models to a high degree of quality with longevity in mind. However in exhibitions, particularly travelling exhibitions, models can take a beating 
from the public and regular transportation. We’ve happily attended to any unfortunate accidents that can happen from time to time. Have a chat to us 
about the specifics of your exhibition so we can advise potential risks and assurances.from the public and regular transportation. We’ve happily attended to 
any unfortunate accidents that can happen from time to time. Have a chat to us about the specifics of your exhibition so we can advise potential risks and 
assurances.

+ WHERE HAVE YOUR MODELS BEEN EXHIBITED?
We’ve had models exhibited in a variety of locations, including but not limited to: Venice Architecture Biennale, Melbourne Design Week, Australian Design 
Centre,  Dubai Expo, Jam Factory Adelaide, Powerhouse Museum, Maritime Museum, Phillip Island Nature Park, Helsinki Kunsthalle and more.

+ HOW MUCH WILL AN EXHIBITION MODEL COST?

Each Architectural Model that we make is a  bespoke outcome for our clients. As such there isn’t a definitive price guide and we quote each project uniquely. 
Please get in touch by providing a 3D model or drawing set to find out how much a model for your job may cost. We welcome receiving budgets in advance to 
have open discussions about how your budget can deliver a great outcome.

+ HOW QUICKLY CAN YOU MAKE AN EXHIBITION MODEL?
We work to varying time frames depending on the types of models we are asked to make. The specifics of lead times depend on the time of engagement, 
readiness of our clients to commence and the pre-existing commitments already on the books. Upon getting in touch with us for a quote we’ll be able to 
advise the exact timing you can expect for your job.

+ WHAT MATERIALS CAN YOU USE?
We work with Timbers, Acrylics, Cards, Plastics, Laminates, 3D Prints, Casts and Laminates and many other whacky materials you may not usually 
consider a model-making material.. We love evolving our style and experimenting with new materials so we welcome any novel requests for your desired 
model making outcomes.

+ I’M AFTER A DIFFERENT STYLE OF MODEL, HOW CAN YOU HELP?
We understand that our website keeps things simple. We’ve made many many models over the years and as such we can’t put everything online due to 
web-optimisation standards. However we ask you to check out our Instagram feed here which we regularly update and, if you haven’t already, also take 
a look at our model guides which feature more content. You are always welcome to get in touch and we’ll happily accept images of inspirations you may 
have to see how we may work with you.

Exhibition Model Info 




